Hello! Students are busy, so I’ll make myself brief.

I would love to continue to be your senator. I’ve been on the SGA’s committee on the environment for the past two years and I’ve fought for some important things:
- Improving off-campus student composting access
- University endowment divestment from fossil fuels
- Increasing transparency from both administration and the SGA

If you re-elect me, I’ll continue to push UVM to live up to the environmental standard we advertise. Here’s what I want to do next year:
- Pressure UVM to adopt a new Climate Action Plan. The current “plan” is out of date, unrealistic, and very sparse. We need a plan that comprehensively addresses the changing climate and incorporates stakeholders from all corners of the university.
- Continue to encourage and incentivize off campus student’s composting. Right now, Vermont law requires that residents compost, but neither the city and university have stepped up to the plate and provided serious resources to help students.
- Listen to you! The SGA must keep actual student opinion at the top of mind. The whole body, including the committee on the environment, needs to ask more students what they really need and want.

Please contact me any time to talk about what SGA should focus on, climate change, the outdoors, or how your day is going. Email me at coswald@uvm.edu, or call/text me at 206-488-6573

Thank you!

Cyrus O.